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ABSTRACT
We look for correlated changes in stellar mass and star formation rate (SFR) along filaments
in the cosmic web by examining the stellar masses and UV-derived SFRs of 1799 ungrouped
and unpaired spiral galaxies that reside in filaments. We devise multiple distance metrics to
characterize the complex geometry of filaments, and find that galaxies closer to the cylindrical
centre of a filament have higher stellar masses than their counterparts near the periphery of
filaments, on the edges of voids. In addition, these peripheral spiral galaxies have higher SFRs
at a given mass. Complementing our sample of filament spiral galaxies with spiral galaxies
in tendrils and voids, we find that the average SFR of these objects in different large-scale
environments are similar to each other with the primary discriminant in SFR being stellar
mass, in line with previous works. However, the distributions of SFRs are found to vary with
large-scale environment. Our results thus suggest a model in which in addition to stellar mass
as the primary discriminant, the large-scale environment is imprinted in the SFR as a second-
order effect. Furthermore, our detailed results for filament galaxies suggest a model in which
gas accretion from voids on to filaments is primarily in an orthogonal direction. Overall, we
find our results to be in line with theoretical expectations of the thermodynamic properties of
the intergalactic medium in different large-scale environments.
Key words: galaxies: spiral – galaxies: stellar content – large-scale structure of Universe.
 E-mail: mehmet.alpaslan@nasa.gov
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
When viewed at large scales, the distribution of galaxies in the Uni-
verse forms a vast network of interconnected filamentary structures,
sheets and clusters; all of which surround mostly empty voids. Com-
monly referred to as the cosmic web or the large-scale structure of
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the Universe, this arrangement of galaxies is a direct consequence
of perturbations in the initial density field of matter shortly after the
big bang evolving under the influence of gravity over cosmic time
(Zel’dovich 1970; Shandarin & Zeldovich 1989; Bond, Kofman &
Pogosyan 1996). A number of sophisticated algorithms now exist
to identify and characterize large-scale structure in observed and
simulated data sets (e.g. El-Ad & Piran 1997; Doroshkevich et al.
2004; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007; Colberg 2007; Hahn et al. 2007;
Platen, Van De Weygaert & Jones 2007; Neyrinck 2008; Forero-
Romero et al. 2009; Arago´n-Calvo, van de Weygaert & Jones 2010;
Sousbie 2011; Cautun, van de Weygaert & Jones 2012; Alpaslan
et al. 2014a; Tempel et al. 2014; Eardley et al. 2015).
Many mechanisms that drive the evolution of a galaxy are sen-
sitive to the environment in which it resides; particularly the local
dark matter (DM) distribution (e.g. Brown et al. 2008; Yang, Mo &
van den Bosch 2009; Zheng et al. 2009; Zehavi et al. 2011). One
must therefore take environment into account when studying the
properties of galaxies; both locally (i.e. the properties of the group
or pair in which the galaxy may reside) and globally (whether
or not the galaxy resides in a filament or void). The relationship
between a galaxy and its local environment is well studied, particu-
larly in the context of its stellar population. Galaxies in groups and
pairs often have star formation rates (SFR) that deviate from those
found in similar galaxies in the field (e.g. Robotham et al. 2013;
Davies et al. 2015). The degree to which large-scale structure im-
pacts galaxy evolution is, however, less thoroughly studied. Recent
work has shown that galaxies in voids have somewhat higher spe-
cific star formation rates (SSFRs) compared to their counterparts
in more dense environments (e.g. Rojas et al. 2004, 2005; Kreckel,
Ryan Joung & Cen 2011; Kreckel et al. 2012; Ricciardelli et al.
2014); though Penny et al. (2015) find that void galaxies with stel-
lar masses >5 × 109 M have largely ceased to form stars. Penny
et al. (2015) also find that the colour–mass relationship of galaxies
does not differ greatly between galaxies in voids and other environ-
ments. Concurrently, Fadda et al. (2008) and Darvish et al. (2014)
find that there is an enhancement in the fraction of star-forming
galaxies in filaments near large clusters.
Beyond the local Universe, there are strong indications that fil-
aments served as conduits for galaxies to accumulate chemically
evolved gas at z ∼ 3; gas which is subsequently converted to young
stars (Keresˇ et al. 2005; Gray & Scannapieco 2013) through en-
hanced SFRs. A recent study by Snedden et al. (2016) indeed shows
that in a suite of simulated filaments, SFRs of galaxies at z ∼ 3 close
to the centre of a filament are lower compared to those in its pe-
riphery. Recently, Cautun et al. (2014) have shown that galaxies
that reside in filaments at z = 2 remain in filaments or migrate into
clusters by z = 0; therefore, galaxies that have formed in filaments
experience a significant alteration of their masses and dynamics
through filamentary flows, and then remain within such environ-
ments as they evolve. Such an evolutionary history is significantly
different from a galaxy residing in an underdense void. In the local
Universe, the effect of large-scale structure on galaxy stellar pop-
ulations has been observed in the cases of galaxies collapsing into
superclusters via filaments (e.g. Brough et al. 2006; Porter et al.
2008; Mahajan, Raychaudhury & Pimbblet 2012).
Recently, Alpaslan et al. (2015) concluded that stellar mass is
the predominant factor of galaxy properties in the local Universe,
as compared to gross environment (e.g. filament versus void; see
fig. 15 in Alpaslan et al. 2015, see also Wijesinghe et al. 2012). This
paper asks a complementary question: does the location of a galaxy
relative to large-scale filaments, the presumed channels of gas flow
over cosmic time, predispose the galaxy to higher or lower stellar
mass growth (either in the past or currently ongoing in the form of
star formation activity)? Specifically, we investigate what impact a
galaxy’s placement within a filament has on its stellar population,
both integrated over its life (stellar mass) and the younger stellar
component (UV-derived SFR), with the assumption that the prop-
erties and availability of gas vary with filament position. Our study
is conducted exclusively on spiral galaxies free of morphological
peculiarities, detected nuclear activity, and which are not a member
of a galaxy group or pair.
We describe our data in Section 2, from our large-scale struc-
ture catalogue and spiral galaxy selection to our UV-derived SS-
FRs. Section 3 focuses on our analysis, the results of which
are subsequently discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides
a summary and conclusion. Throughout this paper, consistent
with the cosmology used in Alpaslan et al. (2014a), we adopt
m = 0.25,  = 0.75, H0 = h 100 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2 DATA
2.1 GAMA and large-scale structure
The characterization of filaments is considerably challenging, due
in large part to the complex morphologies of these structures. Ob-
servationally, studies of filaments require galaxy redshift surveys
that are both highly complete, and have a high target density. One
such survey is the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA, Driver
et al. 2009, 2011; Hopkins et al. 2013; Liske et al. 2015; Driver
et al. 2016) survey, which combines spectroscopic data obtained at
the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT, NSW, Australia) with mul-
tiwavelength (UV-FIR) photometric data from a number of ground-
and space-based facilities. The spectroscopic campaign of the sur-
vey provides 250 000 spectra for galaxies across five fields; α =
9 h, δ = 0.◦5 (G09), α = 12 h, δ = −0.◦5 (G12) and α = 14 h
30 min, δ = 0.◦5 (G15), α = 2 h, δ = −8.◦125 (G02) and α = 23 h
and δ = −32.◦5 (G23). The three equatorial fields (G09, G12 and
G15) are 12 × 5 degrees each, and the two southern fields (G02
and G23) are respectively 8.6 × 2.5 and 12 × 5 degrees. The sur-
vey is >98 per cent complete down to mr = 19.8 mag. See Driver
et al. (2016) for a detailed description of how all this data are ho-
mogenized and assimilated into a cohesive photometry catalogue,
and Liske et al. (2015) for details on the spectroscopic component
of the survey. The high target density and spectroscopic complete-
ness of GAMA enables this work to be a comprehensive search for
correlations between large-scale structure and galaxy evolution.
A volume limited galaxy catalogue of 11 791 objects was con-
structed as a subset of the GAMA Large-Scale Structure Catalogue
(GLSSC; Alpaslan et al. 2014a,b). This catalogue has an absolute
magnitude limit of Mr = −17.6 + 5 log h mag out to z = 0.09; these
limits are chosen such that the catalogue is complete to a stellar
mass of ≥9 log M∗/h−2 M. Classification of galaxies as belong-
ing to three types of large-scale environments (filaments, tendrils
and voids) was performed on this catalogue via a modified mini-
mal spanning tree (MST) algorithm (Alpaslan et al. 2014a). Galaxy
groups from Robotham et al. (2011) are first used as nodes of an
MST to find filaments; groups are considered to be in a filament if
they are a distance b from each other, similar to a friends-of-friends
algorithm. Galaxies that are a distance r from these filaments (or in
a group in a filament) are defined as galaxies in filaments. All galax-
ies in filaments are then removed from the sample, and a second
MST is generated on the remaining population. The second pass
identifies tendrils, and any galaxy beyond a distance q from a ten-
dril is considered to be an isolated void galaxy. The distances r and
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q are chosen such that the two-point correlation function ξ 2(r) of
void galaxies is minimized. b is chosen such that at least 90 per cent
of groups with L ≥ 1011 L are in filaments. For other examples
of MST-based structure finders, see Doroshkevich et al. (2004) and
Colberg (2007). The GLSSC is generated with b = 5.75 h−1 Mpc;
r = 4.12 h−1 Mpc; and q = 4.56 h−1 Mpc. The catalogue used for
this work is generated with b = 3.7 h−1 Mpc; r = 3.79 h−1 Mpc;
and q = 4.35 h−1 Mpc.
An alternative filament finding algorithm based around the tidal
tensor prescription has recently been used on GAMA data by Eard-
ley et al. (2015). The tidal tensor methodology differs significantly
from the MST approach used to generate the GLSSC, in that it is
a density-based method that categorises volumes as belonging to
knots, sheets, filaments or voids. Eardley et al. (2015) present a
comparison of their galaxy classifications to the GLSSC in their
appendix, and find that the two catalogues are in excellent agree-
ment, particularly when it comes to categorizing galaxies as being
in filaments. Such an agreement indicates that both methodologies
are able to identify filamentary structures consistently: 92.6 per cent
of GLSSC filament galaxies are in sheets, filaments, and knots de-
fined by the tidal tensor method, with the majority (44.3 per cent)
being filament–filament matches. For further details we refer the
reader to appendix C and figs C1 and C2 of Eardley et al. (2015).
A more comprehensive review and comparison of how a number of
filament finding methods, including the MST algorithm used for the
GLSSC, perform when run on the same data set will be presented
by Libeskind et al. (in preparation).
2.2 Spiral galaxy selection
As mentioned in the Introduction, this work focuses exclusively
on spiral galaxies that are in filaments. We vet against spheroidal
galaxies, as their stellar population is influenced by a different set
of dynamics within filaments (Tempel et al. 2014), as well as by
local dynamical effects such as tidal forces and galaxy interactions,
influenced by halo mass; these are all known to directly influence
the SFR of a galaxy (Robotham et al. 2013). Concentrating on spiral
galaxies, whose SFRs are related to the properties of their surround-
ing intergalactic medium (IGM; Grootes et al., in preparation), and
selecting those which do not belong to groups or pairs, provides us
the means to investigate whether galaxies have actively changing
stellar populations influenced by their position along a filament.
Formally, this criterion means a selection of spiral galaxies that
are within r = 3.79 h−1 Mpc from a filament, consistent with the
maximum allowed distance between a galaxy and a filament as de-
scribed in the preceding subsection. Furthermore, we only consider
spiral galaxies that meet both this distance criterion and are not
members of groups or galaxy pairs; this ensures a selection of iso-
lated galaxies without satellites; this constitutes about 25 per cent
of all spirals in filaments. Group membership information is taken
from the Robotham et al. (2011) catalogue, and a galaxy is consid-
ered to be in a pair if it has a companion within a physical projected
separation of 100 h−1 kpc and a velocity separation of 1000 km s−1.
Our isolated galaxies are therefore considered to be isolated down
to GAMA’s detection limit of mr = 19.8 mag. The accuracy of these
group and pair classifications has been independently verified (Al-
paslan et al. 2012), and benefits from GAMA’s high target density
and spectroscopic completeness, ensuring that our isolation criteria
for our sample is very robust. By excluding such paired and grouped
galaxies, one can study the stellar mass growth of spiral galaxies
whose stellar populations and SFRs are not affected by processes
Figure 1. BPT diagram displaying the Kauffmann et al. (2003) relation, dis-
tinguishing star-forming galaxies from AGN/composite objects, for spiral
galaxies in filaments, tendrils and voids (blue, green and orange, respec-
tively). We reject all galaxies lying above the line as non-star formers.
that typically affect star formation in groups and pairs (e.g. Ellison
et al. 2008; Robotham et al. 2013; Davies et al. 2015).
We identify spiral galaxies using the non-parametric, cell-based
methodology described in Grootes et al. (2014), where combina-
tions of two or three photometric parameters are used to divide
populations of galaxies into morphological type. Morphological
classifications from Galaxy Zoo Data Release 1 (Lintott et al. 2011)
are used to calibrate this division. For each parameter combination,
the space occupied by spiral galaxies identified from the Galaxy Zoo
data set is divided into a series of cells whose sizes depend on local
density of points. A given combination of parameters is judged to
be successful at identifying spiral galaxies if a sufficient fraction of
galaxies in these cells are indeed galaxies identified as spirals from
Galaxy Zoo. A number of parameter combinations are found to per-
form well, and for this work we utilize the combination of log (n),
log (re) and Mi, where n, re and Mi are the Se´rsic index, effective
radius and the i-band absolute magnitude of each galaxy. Se´rsic
indices and effective radii for each galaxy are taken from Kelvin
et al. (2012). We additionally reject 45 non-star-forming galaxies as
per the Kauffmann et al. (2003) BPT relation, displayed in Fig. 1.
Line strengths in Fig. 1 are directly measured from GAMA spectra
in a manner similar to that described in Gunawardhana et al. (2013)
using MPFITFUN,1 but with additional error modelling for each spec-
tral fit. Our final sample contains 1799 star-forming spiral galaxies
across the three equatorial GAMA fields, whose morphologies have
been verified by independent visual inspection. An overhead view
of these galaxies, as well as the overall filamentary structure that
they reside in is shown in Fig. 2.
2.3 UV-derived SFR measurements
The SFR measurements provided in this paper are based on UV
emission, corrected for Galactic and internal dust attenuation. Not
only does the NUV provide an estimate of the SFR of a galaxy on
1 http://www.physics.wisc.edu/craigm/idl/fitting.html
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Figure 2. Overhead view of the three equatorial GAMA fields, with all filament galaxies in the low-redshift large-scale structure catalogue shown as grey
points. Of those, non-AGN spiral galaxies that are not in groups or pairs are shown as blue points.
the time-scale of ∼108 yr,2 the GAMA NUV measurements also
provide robust estimates of the total NUV flux, and accordingly the
total SFR.
Coverage of the GAMA fields in the NUV is provided by GALEX
in the context of GALEX MIS (Martin et al. 2005; Morrissey et al.
2007) and by a dedicated guest investigator programme (GALEX-
GAMA), providing a largely homogeneous coverage to ∼23 mag.
Details of the GAMA UV photometry are provided in Andrae
et al. (in preparation), Liske et al. (2015) and on the GALEX-
GAMA website.3 Briefly however, extraction of UV photometry
2 For a galaxy with a constant SFR the rest-frame luminosity-weighted mean
age of the GALEX NUV filter is ∼108 yr (Gilbank et al. 2010, Grootes et al.,
in preparation).
3 www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/galex-gama/
proceeds as follows: GAMA provides a total of three measure-
ments of NUV fluxes. First, all GALEX data are processed using the
GALEX pipeline v7 to obtain a uniform blind source catalogue4 with
a signal-to-noise (S/N) cut at 2.5 σ . This catalogue has subsequently
been matched to the GAMA optical catalogue using an advanced
matching technique which accounts for the possibility of multiple
matches between optical and NUV sources, redistributing flux be-
tween the matches as described in Andrae et al. (in preparation) and
on the GALEX-GAMA website. Additionally NUV photometry at
the positions of all GAMA target galaxies is extracted using a curve-
of-growth algorithm, as well as apertures defined on the measured
4 The band merged GALEX blind catalogue is NUV-centric, i.e. FUV fluxes
have been extracted in NUV defined apertures, entailing that no catalogued
source can be detected only in the FUV.
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Stellar mass growth along the cosmic web 2291
size of the source in the r-band. For one-to-one matches preference
is given to the pipeline photometry, while for extended sources and
multiple matches, the curve-of-growth and aperture photometry is
preferred. The resulting best estimates of the total NUV flux of the
galaxy is reported as BEST_FLUX_NUV, in the UV photometric
catalogue. In the work presented here, we have made use of these
estimates applying galactic foreground extinction corrections fol-
lowing (Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis 1998),5 and k-corrections to
z = 0 using KCORRECT_V4.2 (Blanton & Roweis 2007).
The determination of the SFR of a galaxy from its NUV emis-
sion requires intrinsic emission which has been corrected for the
attenuation of the stellar emission due to the dust in the galaxy,
which is particularly severe at short (UV) wavelengths (e.g. Tuffs
et al. 2004). Our analysis is focused on the differential effects in the
SFR of spiral galaxies as a function of (large-scale) environment.
However, both the so-called main sequence of star-forming galaxies
(e.g. Noeske et al. 2007; Whitaker et al. 2012) as well as work on
the SSFR – stellar mass relation for purely morphological samples
of spiral galaxies (Grootes et al. 2014, Grootes et al., in prepara-
tion) imply that environmental effects are likely of second order
and superimposed on the dominant influence of galaxy properties
such as stellar mass. Accordingly, we require a method of obtaining
accurate attenuation corrections which is as free as possible of both
systematic and random errors.
In this paper we have adopted the method of Grootes et al. (2014)
which uses the radiation transfer model of Popescu et al. (2011),
and supplies attenuation corrections on an object-by-object basis
for spiral galaxies, taking into account the orientation of the galaxy
in question. As demonstrated by Grootes et al. (2014) the optical
depth due to dust, critically determining the attenuation of emission
from a galaxy, can be estimated using the effective stellar mass
surface density μ∗, thus enabling the determination of highly ac-
curate attenuation corrections for large samples of galaxies on an
object-by-object basis. In determining attenuation corrections we
have proceeded as follows.
The GAMA measurements of galaxy stellar mass and size have
been used to determine the effective stellar mass surface density μ∗
as
μ∗ = M∗2πD2A(z)θ2e,ss,r
, (1)
where DA(z) is the angular diameter distance corresponding to the
redshift z, M∗ is the stellar mass and θ e,ss,r is the angular size
corresponding to the effective radius of the r-band single Se´rsic
profile. Subsequently, μ∗ is used to estimate the optical depth, which
combined with a measurement of the inclination of the galaxy, is
used to predict the attenuation in the UV-optical bands using the
model of Popescu et al. (2011). The reader is referred to Grootes
et al. (2014) for further details of the process and the Popescu et al.
(2011) model.
Using the intrinsic absolute foreground extinction corrected NUV
magnitudes derived in this manner we estimate the SFR using the
conversion given in Kennicutt (1998) scaled from a Salpeter (1955)
IMF to a Chabrier (2003) IMF as in Salim et al. (2007), i.e.
SFR[ Myr−1] =
LNUV[Js−1Hz−1]
1.58 × 7.14 × 1020 (2)
The SSFR ψ∗, the SSFR, is computed by dividing the SFR for each
galaxy by its stellar mass M∗. GAMA stellar masses are calculated
5 In the NUV we make use of ANUV = 8.2 E(B − V) as provided by Wyder
et al. (2007).
Figure 3. SFR as a function of stellar mass for ungrouped, unpaired, non-
AGN spiral galaxies in filaments. The model fit to the data is shown as the
solid line, with 1σ contours shown as the dashed lines above and below the
median.
from synthetic spectra fit to rest-frame ugriz photometry for each
galaxy, see Taylor et al. (2011) for further details. For two galaxies
in our sample this process yields unphysically high SFR estimates
due to poor size estimates. These errors lead to an overestimation
of their dust content, and consequently an overattenuation of their
UV flux. These two galaxies are committed from the subsequent
analysis in this paper. We show the relationship between stellar
mass and SFR6 for these selected filament galaxies in Fig. 3.
2.4 Distance metrics
Filaments, despite their relative linearity, are difficult structures to
characterize geometrically, and this difficulty is further enhanced by
the fact that filaments are made up of discrete particles (galaxies) as
opposed to continuous distributions of matter. Further, objectively
defining the ‘centre’ of a filament and the distance to that centre
from a given galaxy are non-trivial tasks. For recent discussions
on this particular issue, we refer the reader to Arago´n-Calvo et al.
(2010) and Cautun et al. (2014).
We build upon the work of structurally decomposing filaments
that was presented in Alpaslan et al. (2014a), specifically in
Appendix A. There, the centre of a filament is defined as the group
that is furthest away from any of the edges of the filaments, within
the structure imposed on it by the MST formed between its con-
stituent groups. ‘Furthest away’ can be defined both in terms of
physical 3D comoving distance between the groups, as well as sim-
ply the number of groups between the centre and the edge. In this
work, the former definition is used. The longest continuous path
of links from one end of the filament to another through the fila-
ment centre is defined as the first-order branch or backbone, and
6 The line fitting in all figures is done using the HYPERFIT package (Robotham
& Obreschkow 2015, http://hyperfit.icrar.org). HYPERFIT uses either downhill
searches or MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) methods to calculate the
best-fitting parameters for a hyperplane of D − 1 dimensions for D dimen-
sional data. For this work we run HYPERFIT using its Nelder-Mead downhill
simplex (Nelder & Mead 1965) implementation.
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Figure 4. Schematic of a filament, with its constituent groups represented
as large blue circles. The orange and green circles represent the central and
most massive groups, and the star represents a hypothetical spiral galaxy
within the filament. Links are coloured according to their branch order,
with the backbone shown as the thick pink links. Second- and third-order
branches are dark and light green, respectively. The six distance metrics
we use are shown as different lines, and are numbered according to their
description in Section 2.4.
represents the primary ‘axis’ of the filament. Paths that lead into the
backbone are referred to as second-order branches. Generally, paths
that lead into nth-order branches are referred to as (n + 1)th-order
branches.
These considerations lead to 6 different ways to characterize the
distance between spiral galaxies and the filaments that they reside
in. The distance metrics fall into two broad groups: (1) direct radial
distances between the spiral galaxy and different components of
the filaments, e.g. the central group, and (2) distance travelling
along the filament links from the spiral galaxy to different filament
components. These two categories probe slightly different aspects
of gas flow within filaments: the first is more sensitive to radial
changes in the gravitational potential well of a filament and how that
influences star-forming gas, while the second probes the transversal
changes in gas properties as it travels along the links within a
filament. Fig. 4 provides an overview of the metrics that we use in
this work for an idealized two dimensional case. An interactive 3D
model of a filament with these same distance metrics is shown in
Fig. 5.
(i) The distance from the target galaxy to the central group of the
filament, along the links in the filament. The radial distance from
the galaxy to the nearest filament group is added to this. The central
group is defined as the group that is furthest from any edge of the
filament (see Alpaslan et al. 2014a);
(ii) the radial distance from the target galaxy to the central group
of the filament;
(iii) the radial distance from the target galaxy to the nearest group
in the backbone of the filament;
(iv) the orthogonal distance from the target galaxy to the
filament;7
7 This distance metric is originally defined in Alpaslan et al. (2014a), where
it was used to determine if a galaxy was close enough to a filament to belong
to it. For a given galaxy, the distance to the filament is defined as the radial
(v) the radial distance from the target galaxy to the most massive
group in the filament, where mass is defined as the sum of the stellar
mass of its constituent galaxies; and
(vi) distance by links from the target galaxy to the most massive
group in the filament. As with the first metric, the radial distance to
from the galaxy to the nearest filament group is also added to this.
3 ST E L L A R C O N T E N T A L O N G T H E
COSMI C WEB
3.1 Filaments
For each galaxy in our sample, we compute its distance relative to
its filament according to the six metrics described in the preceding
section. To avoid recovering star formation trends driven by stellar
mass instead of filament morphology, we compute an SSFR offset
value for each galaxy, similar to Grootes et al. (in preparation). We
begin by calculating median values of SSFR (ψ) in bins of stellar
mass for the sample shown in Fig. 3, and interpolating between
them. The interpolated relation is fit by the line y = −0.35x − 6.54.
Each galaxy’s SSFR offset is then defined as ψgalaxy − ψmed, where
ψmed is a median SSFR value calculated for the stellar mass of
that particular galaxy from our interpolated medians; errors in star
formation are included in each fit.
We perform linear fits to the data for each metric, and find that in
most cases, the errors are consistent with the slope of the fit being
zero. To ensure that a linear fit is most appropriate, we compute
Bayesian information criteria (Schwarz 1978) for linear and poly-
nomial fits and find that the BIC for a linear model is lowest by a
margin of BIC > 10. For the distance metric that measures the
orthogonal distance between the galaxy and the filament we detect a
very faint upward slope of 0.031 ± 0.008, which is shown in Fig. 6.
The remaining fits are included at the end of this paper, in Fig. 14.
In both figures, the fit is shown as the solid line, with 1σ errors in
the fit represented by the dashed lines. The trend in this figure is
statistically significant at a 3σ level and is consistent with a very
subtle enhancement of SSFRs for galaxies closer to voids (i.e. on
the outer edge of a filament) compared to those near the cores of
filaments. A number of different scenarios may explain this rela-
tionship: galaxies on the peripheries of filaments are more exposed
to gas, which is subsequently used to fuel new star formation; gas at
the core of a filament is hotter than at the peripheries, and therefore
more difficult to accrete; or galaxies travelling from the periphery
of a filament to its core may simply be using up their gas reservoirs.
These scenarios are all explored in greater detail in the Discussion
section. As a way of checking if signals in other distance metrics
are washed out at long distances, we have repeated this calculation
and considered only galaxies within 5 h−1 Mpc of the filament for
each distance metric; as well as fitting jackknife resampled distri-
butions (where we reject a random 10 per cent of galaxies for each
iteration), and our results remain unchanged.
We also track stellar mass in these galaxies as a function of our
distance metrics. Once again there are no statistically significant
trends in stellar mass as a function of most of the distance metrics
except for the orthogonal distance to the filament, which is shown in
Fig. 7, while the full set of fits is at the end of the paper, in Fig. 15.
Here there is a statistically significant slope of −0.058 ± 0.018,
indicating that galaxies closer to the edges of filaments have lower
distance between the galaxy and the nearest filament group or filament link,
depending on which is the shortest.
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Figure 5. A 3D, interactive model of a filament, and a spiral galaxy within it. If the figure does not appear interactive, please view with a current version
of Adobe Reader. The filament is represented as a series of links that connect its constituent groups, which are shown as blue cubes. The links are coloured
according to their rank, i.e. the backbone links are shown as pink lines, and second- and third-order branches are shown as green and light green lines. The
spiral galaxy, central group, closest group, closest backbone group and most massive group are shown as green, orange, yellow, grey and teal; and the lines
representing the distances to those groups are shown in matching colours. Finally, the distance by links to the central group and most massive group are shown
as red and burgundy lines, offset from the filament links. Views for the interactive figure showing all of these components may be accessed from the toolbar at
the top of the interactive figure, and the 3D figure can be viewed as a separate window by selecting the relevant option from the contextual menu.
stellar masses than those in the cores; this is in good agreement
with the recent work of Chen et al. (2015). Given that our sample
consists of galaxies outside of groups and pairs, this rise in stellar
mass is unlikely due to be caused by local environmental effects
(i.e. galaxy–galaxy interactions within groups and pairs). Coupled
with the trend seen for the same distance metric in Fig. 6, these
two figures indicate that galaxies on the peripheries of filaments are
forming stars more efficiently despite having lower masses, while
those at the cores of filaments are heavier and forming fewer stars.
We check against the possibility that these effects are simply
caused by the local density of our sample galaxies by plotting the
SSFR offset and stellar masses of galaxies as a function of their
local density, using the EnvironmentMeasuresv03 catalogue
of Brough et al. (2013), where local densities are calculated for all
GAMA galaxies. The surface density of each galaxy is calculated
based on the distance to its fifth nearest neighbour within a velocity
cylinder of ±1000 km s−1, and are corrected for survey complete-
ness. These are shown in Figs 8 and 9. We find that neither the
SSFR offset, or the stellar mass of our sample galaxies depend at
a statistically significant level on their surface densities, providing
further indication that the effects seen in Figs 6 and 7 are driven by
large-scale structure.
3.2 Comparison to tendrils and voids
We complement our initial sample of 1799 unpaired and ungrouped
spiral galaxies in filaments with an additional 946 and 67 in ten-
drils and voids, respectively; in both cases the spiral galaxies are
also star forming, ungrouped and unpaired (hereafter these galax-
ies are referred to as the combined LSS sample). The calculation
of the SSFR offset for the tendril and void populations is done
in the same way as for the filaments, as described in Section 3.1.
We further subdivide these galaxies by their stellar mass into two
bins, above and below their respective population medians (9.5, 9.43
and 9.25 log M∗/ h−2 M for filaments, tendrils and voids, respec-
tively). We show these distributions in 10, where in each panel
SSFR offsets are shown by environment for galaxies above and be-
low their populations’ median stellar mass, with the median of each
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Figure 6. Offset in UV-derived SSFRs of spiral galaxies in filaments as a
function of their orthogonal distance to their host filament. The solid lines
show fits to the data using the HYPER.PLANE fitting package Robotham &
Obreschkow (2015), and the dashed lines represent 1σ errors on the fit.
Coloured contours show the 90th, 50th and 10th percentiles of data, respec-
tively. The gradient and associated error for the fit is shown in the bottom
left. The fit indicates that the SFRs of spiral galaxies in filaments are higher
closer to the edge of the filament when compared to the core of the filament.
The detection of such an effect in ungrouped and unpaired spiral galaxies
means that the most likely explanation for this change in SFRs is a change
in the availability of gas to these galaxies as a function of their orthogonal
distance to the filament core.
Figure 7. Stellar masses of spiral galaxies in filaments as a function of
orthogonal distance to their host filament. The line fits in this figure are done
in the same way as those in Fig. 6. Coloured contours show the 90th, 50th
and 10th percentiles of data, respectively. We detect a statistically significant
downward trend in stellar mass as a function of orthogonal distance to the
filament, showing that the stellar mass of spiral galaxies rises towards the
core of a filament, and drops at its outer edges.
Figure 8. Surface density as defined by the five nearest neighbours of each
galaxy from Brough et al. (2013) as a function of SSFR offset for filament
spiral galaxies. We detect no statistically significant correlation between
these two parameters.
Figure 9. Stellar mass as a function of surface density as defined by the five
nearest neighbours of each galaxy from Brough et al. (2013) for filament
spiral galaxies. We detect no statistically significant correlation between
these two parameters.
distribution and its standard error represented by the vertical line
and shaded region in the corresponding colour. All three popula-
tions display very similar trends in SSFR offset; this result indicates
that large-scale structure does not greatly impact the overall SFRs
of spiral galaxies.
Here we highlight the peculiar bimodality in SSFR offset seen
for low-mass void galaxies (as seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 10);
this appears to be a sub-population of low-mass galaxies that have
strikingly low SFRs. A jackknife resampling of the void galaxy
sample confirms that this distribution is statistically significant. Vi-
sual inspection of these galaxies does not present an explanation for
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Figure 10. SSFRs of spiral galaxies in different environments, subdivided
into populations of low and high stellar mass (shown as dashed and solid
lines, respectively), with PDFs calculated by convolving the data with a
rectangular kernel of bandwidth 0.1 dex. The vertical lines represent the
median SSFR value for that population, and the shaded area shows the
standard error on the median. While there is a small tendency for the SSFR
of low-mass galaxies to be higher in voids, the effect of stellar mass is greater
than that of large-scale environment. The median mass for each population,
which divides the high- and low-mass sub-samples, is shown in the top left.
their lower SFRs; nor are they physically clustered together. We dis-
play these galaxies in Fig. 11, where we present the three equatorial
GAMA fields as in Fig. 2, this time highlighting our sample of void
spiral galaxies in red. The sub-population of low-mass star-forming
void galaxies are shown in black boxes.
The relative unimportance of large-scale structure in the SFRs
of spiral galaxies is also shown in Fig. 12, where we plot SFR as
a function of stellar mass for each galaxy in our combined LSS
sample. As we show in Figs 10 and 12, the median SSFR shows
very little to no dependence on large-scale structure. However, the
distributions indicate that environment may nevertheless play a sec-
ondary impact in terms of broadening the distribution, as seen in
Figs 10 and 13. In the latter plot the variance in SFR as a func-
tion of stellar mass for galaxies in filaments, tendrils and voids is
shown. Galaxies in voids are shown to have a more narrow spread
of SFRs in each stellar mass bin. In Fig. 12 we also show, as black
crosses, the population of void galaxies that generates the low-mass,
low-SSFR offset in Fig. 10. These low-mass void spiral galaxies,
while small in number, are forming far fewer stars than other void
galaxies, and may represent a secondary mass-SFR main sequence
for this population of galaxies. Environment does appear to play a
role in the spread of SFRs for a given mass bin, however.
4 D ISC U SSION
In this work we have sought out trends in SFR and stellar mass as a
function of distance from a filament for a sample of ungrouped and
unpaired spiral galaxies using data from the GAMA survey. Ad-
ditionally, we have considered the instantaneous star formation of
spiral galaxies in voids and tendrils contrasting these environments
with the filament galaxies in our main sample. Furthermore, by
making use of a mass complete morphologically selected sample
as well as highly precise and accurate SFR measurements in the
analysis presented in this work we have been able to quantify the
subtle environmental dependencies in SFR at fixed stellar mass.
This analysis has lead to a number of novel results which we will
discuss in more detail below.
(i) Spiral galaxies at the edges of filaments, on the borders of
voids, have higher SSFRs (at fixed stellar mass), and lower stellar
masses compared to their counterparts at the cores of filaments.
Specifically, our results indicate that spiral galaxies at the periph-
eries of filaments have greater access to reservoirs of star-forming
gas compared to their counterparts in the cores of filaments.
(ii) Although the median relation between SFR and stellar mass
is similar for filament, tendril and void spiral galaxies, the width of
the distributions increases from voids to tendrils and filaments.
4.1 Star formation in filaments
To investigate the impact the large-scale structure (in the form of
filaments) has on (spiral) galaxies we considered the UV-derived
SSFR of these galaxies as a function of their position relative to
the surrounding large-scale structure, i.e. their host filament using
6 different distance metrics (Fig. 6). Of these we find a statistically
significant trend in SSFR with position for one: the orthogonal
distance to the filament, which is shown in Fig. 6. A corresponding
trend is found for the stellar mass of the galaxies, with galaxies
closer to the cylindrical core being found to be more massive on
average (Fig. 7). Our results therefore indicate that spiral galaxies
close to the cylindrical core of a filament have a very slight tendency
to have lower SSFRs and higher stellar masses. When comparing the
median SSFR–M∗ relations for spiral galaxies in filaments voids and
tendrils in Fig. 12, however, we find no significant difference. This
result confirms the findings of Alpaslan et al. (2015) and Grootes
et al. (in preparation) that stellar mass plays a decisive role in
determining galaxy properties, and that environmental effects such
as those arising from the large-scale structure are second-order
perturbations on this dominant trend.
The observed changes in stellar populations for these spiral galax-
ies as a function of their position with respect to a filament may be
caused by a number of different physical processes. At a fundamen-
tal level, however, in order to support star formation at the observed
level for extended periods, spiral galaxies must accrete gas from
their surrounding IGM in order to replenish the interstellar medium
consumed by star formation (as well as that lost to outflows from
the galaxy).
For isolated galaxies at the centre of haloes with Mhalo 1012 M
Dekel & Birnboim (2006) have argued that this fueling predomi-
nantly takes the form of smooth cold flows of gas penetrating the
virial radius of the DM halo to reach the galaxy, leading to the for-
mation of a a disc and efficient star formation. Furthermore, recent
work by Pichon et al. (2011), Codis, Pichon & Pogosyan (2015),
Welker et al. (2015) indicates that the preferential directions for
these cold flows are determined by the large-scale filamentary DM
structure, with the filaments being fed by flows of gas from voids
and walls, which is then advected on to the DM halo of the galaxy
as a cold flow with high angular momentum, thus further spinning
up the galaxy and supporting the disc.
The gas being accreted into the filament, however, is heated by
the cylindrical shock surrounding the filament as well as by shocks
within the filament. Furthermore, as recently demonstrated by
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Figure 11. As with Fig. 2, but displaying the positions of the spiral galaxies in voids for our sample as red circles. Note that any void galaxy within 1◦ of the
survey edge, as well as with z > =0.085 is not included in our analysis, as the large-scale structure classification of these galaxies as voids may not necessarily
be accurate. Void spiral galaxies that constitute the low star-forming sub-population are shown in black squares.
Nelson et al. (2013) cool dense flows into a more diffuse hot medium
may be efficiently heated and dispersed. Thus, the rate at which gas
can be accreted on to a (spiral) galaxy in a filament will depend on
(i) the degree to which the cold flows entering the filament retain
their coherence and remain connected to the halo of the galaxy and
(ii) the cooling time-scale of the shock-heated gas which depends
sensitively on the temperature.
Numerical simulations of the IGM in and around filaments (Dolag
et al. 2006; Zinger et al. 2015) find a denser but simultaneously
hotter IGM in filaments, with both temperature and density increas-
ing towards the centre, while at smaller scales the temperature of
gas inside relaxed clusters decreases towards the cluster outskirts
(Kravtsov & Borgani 2012). Furthermore recent work by Benı´tez-
Llambay et al. (2013) suggests that low-mass haloes can have their
gas stripped by ram pressure caused by the cosmic web. In combina-
tion, these trends may limit the inflow of accretable gas, providing
a natural explanation for our empirical findings. With ongoing star
formation in galaxies, such a scenario would also provide a natu-
ral explanation for the trend in stellar mass seen in Fig. 15. More
detailed modelling and further observations will be necessary to
investigate this scenario, though such work is beyond the scope of
this paper.
Other possible explanations may be that the observed trends in
SFR mirror the availability of gas to galaxies in filaments as a func-
tion of their position; these galaxies may simply be exposed to less
gas with which to form stars, or are cut off from the resupply of gas
and deplete their gas reservoirs as they migrate to the core of the
filament (but see Grootes et al. (in preparation) for evidence that
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Figure 12. SFRs as a function of stellar mass for all galaxies in the com-
bined LSS sample split by filaments, tendrils and voids (top, middle and
bottom panels, respectively). Model fits to the data are shown for each
population as solid lines in their respective colours, with dashed lines rep-
resenting the 1σ contour to the model. Black crosses in the bottom panel
represent the galaxies that form the low-mass, high-SSFR offset peak seen
in Fig. 10. All three populations exhibit a similar SFR–M∗ relationship.
this explanation is unlikely to be the case). Notably, in our analysis
we have only found evidence for variations in the SFR and stellar
mass perpendicular to the filament rather than along it. It seems
likely that the gradient in the gravitational potential, and hence the
accompanying changes in the thermodynamic properties or avail-
ability of the IGM is largest perpendicular to the filament. We must,
however, also consider the possibility that our metrics struggle to
capture the complex geometry of filamentary structures (evident in
Figs 2 and 4), which will more severely impact metrics designed to
trace this geometry over large distances (particularly those designed
to follow links in the MST), causing a potential loss in signal. We
are, further, only probing the properties of the IGM/flow of gas by
tracking SFRs in spiral galaxies; ultimately, a detailed study of mass
transport along the cosmic web will be rendered possible through
the advent of next generation radio surveys to be conducted at the
ASKAP, SKA or the MeerKAT.
4.2 Star formation in voids
As previously stated, and shown in detail in Figs 12 and 13, the
average SFR–M∗ relations for spiral galaxies in filaments, tendrils
and voids are highly similar. However, as shown in Fig. 10 the dis-
tribution of SSFR around the relation at fixed stellar mass is much
Figure 13. As with Fig. 12, but with data binned into stellar mass bins of
0.2 dex. For each bin we show the median and its standard error as the solid
lines; the variance as the shaded region, and outlier data points beyond the
variance as individual points.
more peaked in voids than in filaments and tendrils. This difference
may be taken to be indicative of the star formation histories in the
former environment being much more uniform than in the other
denser environments, where processes such as galaxy–galaxy inter-
actions and different interactions of the galaxies with the changing
surrounding IGM may lead to a diversification of the star formation
history in comparison to the situation of void spiral galaxies, where
star formation may be expected to be largely determined by the
accretion of ambient IGM on to the host DM halo of the galaxy
alone.
Finally, we note that for spiral galaxies in the mass range 109–
109.5 M in voids, one finds a clear bimodality in the distribution
of SSFR with a small, but statistically significant secondary peak
in the distribution offset to lower sFSR by 0.5 dex. Considering
the positions of these sources on the SFR–M∗ relation shown in
Fig. 12, we find that this peak appears to trace a sequence parallel to
that of the bulk of the void spiral galaxies, but offset towards lower
star formation. Although the sample size is small, the observed
bimodality remains robustly visible under jackknife sampling with
a variation of sizes of the jackknifed sample. We therefore conclude
the result to be robust in nature and physical. While the sample is
too small in size for a more in depth analysis, we limit ourselves
to drawing attention to the existence of this unexpected population
of void spiral galaxies. We speculate that this feature may arise due
to a more stochastic nature of star formation in the lowest mass
galaxies, with the more diverse star formation history in higher
density environments masking this effect in tendrils and filaments
in the relevant stellar mass range.
5 SU M M A RY
As expected, the stellar mass of a spiral galaxy plays a dominant role
in determining its SFR. However, by making use of a sensitive anal-
ysis technique we have been able to identify environmental trends
superimposed on this relation between star formation and stellar
mass. In line with expectations based on the picture of large-scale
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Figure 14. Offset in UV-derived SSFRs of spiral galaxies in filaments as a function of the six distance metrics described in Fig. 4, with data and fits shown as
in Fig. 6. Aside from the orthogonal distance to the filament (top right), the gradients of the fits are statistically indistinguishable from being zero. The top-right
panel is the only trend with a non-zero slope at a 3σ significance and indicates that the SFRs of spiral galaxies in filaments are higher closer to the edge of
the filament when compared to the core of the filament. The detection of such an effect in ungrouped and unpaired spiral galaxies means that the most likely
explanation for this change in SFRs is a change in the availability of gas to these galaxies as a function of their orthogonal distance to the filament core.
flows of gas on to filaments we find the SSFRs of spiral galaxies in
filaments to be higher at fixed stellar mass on the periphery of the
filament compared to its core, and also find the distribution of stellar
masses of filament spiral galaxies to be skewed towards higher mass
systems at the core. Extending our analysis to tendrils and voids, we
have identified a significant bimodality in the distribution of SSFR
of low-mass void spiral galaxies, which we speculate may be driven
by the stochastic nature of star formation in these objects.
The results presented in this work must be considered as promis-
ing evidence for the complex interplay between galaxies and the
cosmic web, as well as the influence of large-scale structure on
galaxy evolution. They present a clear point of departure for fu-
ture studies with new facilities and surveys capable of probing the
relevant processes more directly and in greater detail.
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Figure 15. Stellar masses of spiral galaxies in filaments as a function of the six distance metrics described in Fig. 4, with data and fits shown as Fig. 7. We
detect a statistically significant downward trend in stellar mass as a function of orthogonal distance to the filament (top-right), while all other fits are statistically
consistent with having a gradient of zero.
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The GAMA input catalogue is based on data taken from the Sloan
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